Read Up (and Listen Up)
GOAL: Stay informed without going crazy
1. CREATE a trusted way to interact with the news every day – this helps you avoid
numbness, cyncism, helplessness or news avoidance (all positions of privilege that are
inappropriate/unhelpful for political action).
2. EVALUATE the news before you get alarmed about it.
a. Identify the purpose of what you’re reading. Everything you read/see/hear in the
“news” has a purpose. Naming that purpose to yourself will help you decide how to
read it (see slides, ©Maureen Hill 2017).
b. Use your common sense (see infographic from EasyBib).
c. Refer to multiple sources before sharing information.
d. Avoid television news. Also Facebook is not “the news.”
e. Watch out for confirmation bias.
3. PRIORITIZE the voices of the marginalized over other voices. In this way, we can emulate
Jesus in our consumption of media.
4. ENSURE that you have access to reliable state and local level news as well as national news.
Christian values around education, civil rights/freedoms, and vulnerable familes are just as in
danger at the state level as they are at the national level, sometimes more.

Speak Up
GOAL: Persuade others.
Obstruction and saying no is just as important in politics as accomplishing an agenda. The Tea Party
successfully spent the Obama years on grass roots obstruction, and the Indivisible Guide advises
that this path is just as meaningful for those concerned about the current administration.
1. CALL your Members of Congress (MOC) to regisiter your opinion. Local or DC office isn’t
as important as Priority 1: Talk to a real person. You’re most likely to accomplish this at
their local offices, but take it where you can get it.
a. If you’re scared or intimidated by calling ! Just tell them what you want and get off
the phone quickly.
b. If you’re willing to spend a minute talking to a stranger ! you can increase the value
of your call by building rapport with the staffer, telling a story if you have one, being
specific about the action you want the MOC to take.
c. If you’re a total bulldog ! After you register your opinion and tell your story, ask if
the staffer knows how your MOC is planning to vote and why. Any information you
can get out of that staffer’s mouth is gold because you can share it on social media.
d. Call to say thank you every time your MOC does something you appreciate.
2. EMAIL or FAX your MOC or your MOC’s staffer! only if you can’t get through to a
person on the phone or as a follow up to a phone call (faxes are harder to ignore, like letters
of yore… and they’re free via HelloFax).

3. AVOID petitions and social media as a way to contact your MOC – both because they’re
less effective AND because they create honeypots.
4. DO NOT IGNORE your state politics. Federal politics right now are shifting a lot of
attention away from what’s happening at a state level, and that’s often where the worst
damage can happen.

Show Up
GOAL: Support the structures of democracy.
1. PAY for reliable journalism/news and free press. Subscribe to a credible newspaper,
magazine, or journal. Or two. E-subscriptions are just as meaningful as paper subscriptions
and sometimes less expensive.
2. SUPPORT a national political group that is working to achieve goals that matter to you.
3. ATTEND to the rallies and protests that matter to you.
a. The number of attendees at events matters! Every person counts.
b. Take photos and share the photos; photos are more persuasive than words to your
friends/family.
c. If people with traditionally marginalized voices are in charge of an event (and you are
not) ! Defer to those folks. Follow their leadership. Take their advice. Refer
journalists and media people to them. Note that white people, especially white guys,
get mistaken for leaders. Correct that mistake immediately.
4. GO to your MOC’s town hall meetings or visits to his/her local office ! A small group of
like-minded local individuals can make a big impact on these events with a little tenacity and
common list of questions. You can read more about this in the INDIVISIBLE guide.
5. PLAY to your strengths, offer your skills. Lawyers at JFK. Teachers and librarians about
fake news.

Invite
GOAL: Enlarge your impact.
1. ASK people to come along with you to events or to make specific calls.
2. SHARE the results of your calls, protests, and rallies on social media.
a. Whatever your MOC staffer or MOC tells you is public information you can share!
b. Energizes others who are like-minded.
c. Offers information/evidence that cannot be suppressed.
d. Prods your MOC, who has to run for re-election. Contacting him/her that way
doesn’t work, but posting the facts, photos, experiences you have can tarnish their
image if they’re not responsive (they’re always worriying about re-election).

